Italian Warm-up

The Game: Players in Red dribble the ball freely while players in White jog, skip, knees up, heels up.
Switch Roles after 60 to 90 seconds!
Variation 1: Players in Red dribble freely, but when coach shouts a command they must perform a move
and change their pace. Ex. Coach shouts “Turn” players must perform a Step-over or Pull back and
accelerate away. White could perform any type of movement or stretch the coach desires.
Variation 2: Reds could be juggling the ball while Whites perform a movement without the ball.
Variation 3: Reds dribble freely trying to push the ball through as many of the white players’ legs as
possible.
Switch Roles after 60 to 90 seconds!

White now has the balls in their hands. Red moves throughout the grid and calls for the ball. White tosses
the ball to Red (either for an inside of the foot volley or header), Red tries to play the ball directly back to
the servers’ chest. Red should move off quickly to another White server.
Note: Ask players not to move in a circle, but to quickly change direction and accelerate to an open
server. This will mirror the movements a player has to perform in a game.
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• Variation 1: Coach can ask Reds’ to receive ball with chest or thigh and play ball back to white with
their second touch.
• Variation 2: Coach can ask Reds’ to receive ball from server and turn and play to a white that has no
ball (more difficult). This forces a player to get their head up and see the field as well as gaining control
of the ball quickly.
Red now dribbles freely and passes to white players and move for a 1-2 “wall pass”.
Note: White never drops the ball square but at an angle (into the path of the red player). This is a good
habit for payers at any age to get into. Square balls are very dangerous! White should not remain
stationary, but instead be moving around calling for the ball. Red should move quickly after passing to
white and accelerate away after collecting the return pass.
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